
Native Naturals 
Program Outline for COVID-19 Precautions  

Dedicated to provide a healthy and safe environment for competitors, staff and volunteers 
 

1) Non-Contact thermal temperature will be taken before entering.  
2) Social distancing of 6’ between each competitor on stage.  
3) 5 judges 6’ apart wearing masks or face shields.  
4) Social distancing will be clearly marked on floor to assist competitors.  
5) Chairs in pump up room available. Must comply with social distancing.  
6) Competitors bring disinfecting wipes.  
7) Disinfecting wipes and hand sanitizer available throughout the Theatre/backstage area.  
8) We encourage competitors to wipe down areas they have touched.  
9) Routinely clean and disinfect surfaces that are frequently touched.  
10) COVID guideline signs posted thru out the Theater.  
11) Separate room for competitor entry 
13) ZOOM LIVE feed audience viewing only  
14) Competitors will be allowed in Theatre only for the time their class is competing. Each class will have 
a scheduled stage time. They should arrive 30-45 min before stage time. They will be escorted from the 
competitor entry to back stage area for touch up spray tan. They will then be moved to the designated 
pump up area. Once the class ahead of them is off the stage, they will be escorted on the stage for 
posing, judging and awards. (So one class on stage, one class in pump area and one class in designated 
breezeway space with a flow so that the newest class cannot enter until the last class on stage is out of 
the building) To monitor, all staff will have a list of each class with competitor’s number and name. 
Social distancing should be practiced and will be clearly marked.  
15) Staff and volunteers and vendors should wear a mask. Spray tan person will wear mask and gloves. 
Gloves changed between each competitor.  
17) If possible, each competitor allowed one coach or trainer with them back stage to help prep who will 
wear a mask. This can be discussed in more detail.  
18) No Vendors like years past in lobby.  
19) Competitors will be asked to bring their own pump up equipment, clearly marked with competitor 
name & number.  
20) Awards: Experienced staff will set up on stage trophy table wearing mask.  
21) All competitors will be emailed and explained in competitor ZOOM meeting show health and safety 
guidelines.  
22) All competitors & assistants are required to sign COVID-19 waiver and health questioner. 


